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SLMGC Misterton Hall Event moved to 25th July
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A47 Auto Jumble Sale and Classic Car Show - May
Bank Holiday Monday
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Nicky and I decided to have a run out in the MGA as the weather was nice and sunny. We were late arriving so
ended up having to park away from the main area.
It was a absolutely rammed with up to 1,000 classic cars and motorcycles of all makes and models plus 100
stalls.
It was nice to bump into Melvyn and Paul , plus Alan Heeley and his son for a MG catch up. We left after about
3 hours of viewing and still hadn't covered the whole site.

It was a day well worth repeating.

Graham and Nicky

A Day in the Cotswolds
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With a few days holiday to look forward too, we decided to check our
“bucket list” and Kiftsgate Court Gardens was on the list. Three
generations of women gardeners and we particular wanted to see the new
water garden designed by Anne Chambers, the current female
gardener. Iris was packed with a picnic and a route for the navigator to
follow and off we went down the Fosse.
At Brinklow we saw the diversion sign ‘road closed at Bretford, bridge
repair”. We followed the diversions which were via Coventry but used
our own to get back onto the Fosse in a shorter time. There were a few classics on the road and the usual hand
waving. The gardens opened at 12 and for a Tuesday a steady flow of visitors kept arriving. There were plants
for sale at the entrance and you have to have one for the memory of your visit.
The gardens were a riot of colour, from peonies to roses with the sweet smell of honeysuckles. Hostas of all
varieties with immaculate leaves and no tell tale signs of slugs or snails. Not a weed in sight. The water garden
which used to be the old tennis court was peaceful, even though the gardens were busy. If you like horticulture
then this is an inspirational garden.
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After our picnic, we drove to the Broadway
Tower. We have walked the Broadway round
and passed by the tower previously, so today was
the day for a trip up the tower, on a clear day the
views are amazing and you can see sixteen
counties. It has changed a fair bit since Gill
visited with her parents a long time ago and so
had the price.
The tower was built as a place of entertainment, a
romantic landmark and a lasting love token from
the Earl of Coventry to his beloved wife Lady
Barbara. The tower has been refurbished to show
this with a bath tub on the roof too. There were
no other facilities so it must have been very hard
work for the staff.
After we had been inducted on the history, we
went up the first flight of stairs and we were not
disappointed with the rooms which were on
display on the three floors. From the top of the
tower the views were amazing and the sun came
out too.
It had been a lovely day and with a campanula
plant in the boot, we headed home.

Gillian and Michael
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Hello everyone, Mr Dennis Dog here!
Long time no hear I can see you saying. Well, like you all, things have been very quiet around here just lately.
We’ve been working on the garden when we can. I say ‘we’ I mean the royal ‘we’. The manservant and the
lady servant have been working on it, I have enjoyed running around and digging but they have taken to
sneaking out while I am snoozing so I can’t get up to mischief!!
Anyway’ I’m back in touch because a few weeks ago we were able to go away on a little holiday. Apparently’
we should have gone last May but BJ, as I like to call him, said no going on holidays so we had to wait.
Actually, I have a friend called Boris, he’s an Old English Sheepdog, nice chap, very thick coat though,
doesn’t matter how hard he tries he cannot keep it looking tidy! Anyway, I digress, Aunty Gillian wants me to
tell you about my holiday.
This was my second holiday adventure, you may remember we were able to go to Suffolk last September, it
was great fun so I was really looking forward to going to Devon this time.
We were going on a Friday and as we couldn’t get into the accommodation until 5pm it was decided by the
manservant that we would not leave until lunch time. Unfortunately, the weather was terrible but I didn’t mind
I was going on my holidays and this time I was determined to go on the beach and in the sea. I wasn’t allowed
on the beaches last time but this time I heard them say that where we were going there were beaches that dogs
could go on all year round. I think they should just tell them who I am – Mr Dennis Dog, and surely, I would
be allowed on!
We loaded the car. Well actually, the manservant loaded the car. All I kept hearing was, ‘How much does one
dog need!’ Of course, it was pouring with rain so he kept getting wetter and wetter. I kept thinking why
doesn’t he give himself a good shake to get rid of some of the water, that’s what I do when I get wet!!
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Once the car was loaded with my stuff they managed to find a space for their suitcase and what seemed like lots
of waterproof coats. I’m thinking this doesn’t look good! But eventually we set off.
The lady servant had checked the route, good thinking I thought, and it seemed relatively clear and it was
estimated about 3 ½ to 4 hours. I had no idea how long that was so I just had to be patient and wait!
Things were going well to start with and we had a toilet break at a really nice place, lots of grass and trees for
a gentleman to relieve himself. I don’t know why the manservant goes inside he has to wear his mask and queue
up when he could stay in the fresh air like me! Although I have to say and don’t tell anyone this, I did witness
some manservants relieving themselves behind a tree! My manservant told me not to look and said it was a good
job the lady servant hadn’t taken me as she would not be impressed. I couldn’t see the problem myself!
The lady servant checked the route again and things were not looking good. There was a 20 mile queue on the
M5 due to flooding and there had also been some accidents. Let’s just say it was a very stressful journey for me
as I like to stand on all car journeys and it took 7 ½ hours to get there! I have to admit I did have a little lie down
at one point as my legs were aching! I think it might have been quite stressful for the manservant too!
When we finally arrived, it was nearly 8 o’clock at night! I had a good sniff around the accommodation and it
suited me fine, it was like a home from home. I had my bed in the kitchen and there was a small garden to
wonder round in. Best of all it was about 5 minutes’ walk to the sea. After I had had my meal I went for a quick
walk and then went to bed – I was DOG tired!!
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Over the next few days, I went to some fabulous places. I visited the beach at Bude and it was amazing, the wind
was blowing and the rain was pouring. The life guides were out and I had to stay on the lead because the sea was
very rough and very noisy but the smells were amazing. I had a fantastic time sniffing in all the rockpools and
dunes! I saw man and lady servants in very tight black clothes in the sea. (Apparently, they are called wetsuits.
Why would they want a wet suit??) They were being very silly trying to stand on some sort of board and come
into the shore. I think they should have given up as they kept falling off and going back out and falling off again
– why didn’t they just drag their board onto the beach if they were trying to get it onto dry land?
We visited Instow, Appledore, Ilfracombe, Croyde Bay but my favourite of all was Woolacombe Beach.
It was our last day and the weather was beautiful. We arrived quite early in the morning just in case there were
lots of people around but it wasn’t too bad at all. We took some water for me to drink as it was quite warm and
also my favourite ball. I had done some chasing on the other beaches but, it was always in the rain today I was
going to run in the sun! I couldn’t help myself I pulled all the way down to the beach. Dogs are allowed on
a specific section of the beach so we had to walk quite a long way along the beach to get there. To be honest with
all the pulling I was pretty exhausted when we got there and, I shouldn’t complain but it was quite warm, but
there was no way I was going to miss out on my run!
As soon as we got to the right place and I was let off my lead I waited for them to throw the ball and when they
did, I pounded along the sand to catch it. I loved it. The only thing about chasing after a ball on the sand is, if you
miss catching it you get a mouthful of sand when you pick the ball up! Message to self – more ball catching
practice required!
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I had an absolutely fantastic time. I had to keep taking a bit of time out to chill but then I would get my second
wind and go again.
More and more people started to arrive as it was such a lovely day and more and more dogs came to join me.
I have to say at one point I was a bit naughty and ran off to play with some other dogs, but I didn’t like it
much when they started to chase after me and the manservant shouted quite loudly for me to get back.
I decided to cut my losses and get back to him. I don’t think he was very impressed as he stopped throwing the
ball for a few minutes and stopped saying ‘Good Boy!’
It was starting to get quite warm so the lady servant decided we should go for a drink and an ice cream. I have
to say I do like a cooling ice cream but I was disappointed to find that apparently, my favourite make is
unavailable at the moment, so I had to try a different make. Now I usually have blueberry flavour but, I had to
try apple. I can’t say it was a hit. I had a mouthful and then turned my nose up at it. They kept trying to
encourage me but if you don’t like it, you don’t like it! I hope they get my favourite brand back soon
a gentleman likes a good quality ice cream on a warm day!
As a last day it was great to have some warm weather on my back and a good run to stretch my legs. I would
definitely visit Devon again as it seems you can go on lots of beaches all year round. I think I would like to
stay near Woolacombe beach next time so I could just walk down there every morning for my constitutional!!
I was sad to see the man and lady servant putting my bed and all my things in the car I’d worked out that we
were going back home. The journey back was much quicker than the one coming here and I had a nice dinner
when we got home.
Over the next few days’ I did quite a bit of catching up on my sleep but by the end of the week I was ready for
my run in the field. Now that turned out to be another adventure but not of the good kind!! Perhaps I’ll tell you
about that next time let’s just say it’s not only manservants that can be allergic to pollen!!
Please keep safe
Love Mr Dennis Dog

Maria Beck
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Chairman's Country Road Run - Thursday 17th June .
The run started at the White Horse, meeting at 12.30 and leaving at 1pm.
We were very pleased at the amount of sparkling MG'S that turned out and would like to thank all the members
who attended.
Everyone was raring to go, tops down at the ready!!
The route through picturesque countryside ended at The Langtons Garden Centre, near Market Harborough,
where we all enjoyed refreshments and a good natter and catch up about how we were coping with lack of
outings etc.
Let's hope we will be able to soon meet again doing
what we enjoy the most, MG ing,
Graham and Nicky
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South Leicester Monthly Meetings
Membership open to all, so why not come along and meet like-minded people and enjoy the magic of the
marque.
We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at the White Horse Inn, Station Road, Broughton Astley,
Leicestershire. Family membership is £10.00 p/a, payable in January. For further details contact the
Secretary.
Meetings are held from 7.30pm with members forum 8pm.
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Deadline for next Torque is 24th July 2021

